Abstract— The numbers of digital video cameras are fast increased. Accordingly, digital video data management is becoming more important. Efficient storing method and fast browsing method still remains to be one of significant issue. In this paper, an optimized data storing process without losing information and an organized appearance features indexing method are proposed. Also, the data removing policy could be used to reduce large amount of space and it facilitates fast sequential search. The appearance features index constructs key information of moving objects to answer queries about what people are doing, particularly when, where and who they move. The evaluation results showed better performance in the transfer time and the saving in storage space.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many real IP digital video systems, huge data volume comes in continuously and presents several challenges to traditional data storing and access methods [1,2]. Data management of IP digital video is becoming more important according to the number of digital video cameras are installed widely [2-4]. The large volume of video data makes it hard work to store and browse them by just traditional way. Many researchers work and provide efficient video browsing facilities these works are two areas the one is content based video browsing systems and another one is efficient data organization [6,7]. In spite of many research efforts, how to save huge data volume and thus visual items to facilitate fast browsing without losing information still remains to be one of open issue [1,6].

In this paper, an optimized data storing process without losing information and an organized appearance features indexing are studied. The proposed system will be distributed IP cameras platform that is integrates advanced video search tool and efficient storage module. The goal of this advanced video search tool is to provide assistance to operators by retrieval of using timestamp and features indexing. These indexing allow one to fast retrieval and play back only interesting sequences through huge amount of video data. The storage module has to deal with the large volume of data to store efficiently. It could be happened in usual that there are non-movement objects so that we can remove the number of shots to save storage space.

We wish to partition the video shots into one or more groups of movements and non-movements. Groups of non movement could be reduced large amount of space and fast sequential search is provided. Appearance feature indexing at groups of movement supports to retrieve temporal and people feature. The paper is organized as follows. We first describe the IP digital video system architecture and the structure of segmentation and feature extraction of video shots.

II. IP DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. IP Digital Video Architecture

The components of the IP digital video architecture are presented in Fig. 1. This system is composed of computer s connected together through a typical fast Ethernet network. The IP video cameras are plugged on the network directly. Usually the secondary storage used to browse comparatively recent a particular video contents. Large volume of video content is moved to tertiary from secondary storage when the access to secondary is rare. We adopt a deferred removing policy to save storage and to search quickly without losing any information. In Fig. 1, Level 2 storage process saves a tremendous storage space and it allows a fast search to retrieve a stored sequence.

Fig. 1. The IP digital video architecture
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B. Deferred Data Removing Policy
The rare used video data to be browsed on secondary storage should be moved to tertiary. That is why volume of video data is huge to manage and waste space unnecessary. Sometimes since the video contents on tertiary storage are browsed to search a particular object to meet the purpose of installed video cameras, the storage system must be able to support loading its video contents to achieve low latency. Our goals of first to obtain an efficient storage system that can be meet the saving of storage space and second to have a system that allow users to search a particular object without losing information even though the video shots including non-movement object are removed. The basic components and simple processes of the deferred data removing structure are showed in Fig. 2.

III. SEGMENTATION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

A. Segmentation and Feature Extraction Overview
Detection of moving objects in a video shot is very important for the clustering using data removing. Although movement is the most prominent property of video content, the recognition of moving object from video streams is still restricted. The approach to recognize motion objects is assumed in this paper and we can define the mechanism that divides input video shots two types of segmented frames. The segmented and packaged frames without motion objects can be moved to tertiary having featured extraction. The segmentation component to compose indexing requires appropriate simple statistics in a stream of shots. Fig. 3 shows the process to divide input video streams and to extract the features from segmented frames. Extracted features from segment become component of appearance features indexing.

B. Process of Segmentation and Feature Extraction
Video surveillance of human activity usually requires people to be tracked. In the process leading from input video shots, two steps are significant: detection of moving objects and then segmentation and featured extraction of each segmentation. Foreground detection algorithms are normally based on background subtraction algorithm. These methods are based on extracting motion information threshold the differences between the current image and a background or the previous image respectively. We suppose that these methods are adopted to detect moving objects because they are widely used. Detection is performed by the algorithm from consecutive video shots. Detection is achieved and then it gives a check point on video shots. A pair of checkpoint is basis to produce segmentation.
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Featured extraction

In the segmentation and feature extraction, video shots are divided and packaged into segmented shots as the segmentation, and the segmentation may be represented by W3 information (When? Where? Who?) extracted from it. In Fig. 4, from second frame on a V2 shot to fourth frame on a V4 shot are removed when an A1 shot includes moving objects and V2, V3, V4 shots have not moving objects and moving object is appeared on a V5 shot. W3 information is extracted from a V1 shot and a V5 shot and they are used to compose appropriate index node of appearance features. Each node contains information about shot features such as W3 information as shown in Fig. 5.
where movement and 1 means movement, timestamp each video shots, background image difference between the current image of blobs. The detection image module takes the list of zones as input and computes a list derived detection module is presented at [10]. A detection matrix, \((\text{Fig. 6. Appearance features and clustering images})\) points the type of movement on the 2 dimensional input.

### IV. APPEARANCE FEATURES INDEX AND CLUSTERING

#### A. Appearance Features Index

The appearance features index constructs important information of video shots including moving objects to answer queries about what they are doing, particularly when, where and who they act.

#### Algorithm: simple sketch of segmentation and clustering

**Input:** A set of video shot \(V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_n\}\).

**Output:** A set of movement cluster \(CM = \cup v_i\), a set of non-movement cluster \(CN = \cup v_j\) and a set of appearance feature \(S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_k\}\) for each element of set of \(CM\).

**Step:**

1. Detection of no movement for each shot;
2. Gathering appearance features for each movement shot and clustering for each movement shots;
3. Remove video shots for non-movement data and clustering for each non-movement shots.

We show that using a simple segmentation and clustering method works equally well as the more complicated segmentation and clustering. In the simple approach, after detection of moving objects together with extracted features, each video shot is clustered into one clustering.

#### Algorithm: segmentation and clustering

\(X = \{x_{ij}\}\) is sequential video streams of \(i\)th IP digital camera.

**Input:** A video streams of unit-length data \(\{v_1, v_2, ..., v_j\}\).

**Output:** A set of video segment \(C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_n\}\) and a set of attribute \(S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_n\}\)

**Steps:**

1. Initialize the \(S\) attribute \((L, T, M, N, T)\) as empty and Set \(D\) as threshold for detection;
2. Reading in next s until the data are exhausted.
   (a) Set \(i = m = n = 0, i = i +1, S = \text{null}\), \(m = m +1, n = n + 1\);
   (b) if unit data si is D then gathering feather,
      \(Save s = (L, T, M, N, T)\) for the each unit data;
   (c) if unit data si is not D then
      (i) set \(c = s_{i-1}\) \(\cup s_i\) for the each unit data;
      (ii) remove all unit data \(v_{i+1}, ..., v_{i+n-1}\) until \(s_i\) is \(D\) and a set \(c = v_i \cup s_i\);

There are two features with our segmentation and clustering algorithm. The first is the feature extraction from input video streams. This is straightforward given appearance features index, which assists fast browsing. The second feature is the removing data which have no
movement based on a detection module and then does clustering.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

To evaluate the approach we used the five classes video data and each class had five rates of no moving objects, the rate of non-movement in each video class were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. We used digital video data by varying size from 720MB to 3600MB. Unless otherwise mentioned, the algorithm parameters were set at average latency = 4.16 ms, random read seek time = 8.5 ms, and I/O data transfer rate = 600 MB/s. Storing efficiency is measured by transfer time and seek time.

One novel feature of our algorithm is that it can reduce a storage space of video shots with sparse movement. We expect proposed algorithm to be more effective than current browsing methods at video shots rarely movement.

Figure 7 shows the effective performance of the transfer time using the proposed algorithm. When the non-movement rate is 50%, transfer time is prominently reduced less than that of zero percentage rates. The reason is that there is some removed video shots to reduce overhead. We compare the performance of proposed algorithm with that of video size for different horizons at different non movement rates. Figure 8 shows the effective speedup of the algorithm for a varying rate of non movements. When the video size is increasing gradually, the proposed method is significantly better in 50% of the 3 cases. This is because with this method, the detection module to detect the moving objects can usually dedicate to reduce a space of video shots.

The use of current browsing method results in high storage space requirement, which results in waste times. Figure 9 shows the main performance advantage of the proposed approach comes because of the reduction in storage utilization costs. The reduction in storage space with the use of proposed approach shown in Fig. 9 is actually a reduction in processing time per video shot. It is a significant issue in processing time of digital video data. We have evaluated seek time to compare different search algorithm i.e. Sequential browsing and Feature index &. The Feature index & is prominently better than Sequential on all five digital video data set as shown in Fig. 10.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Digital video data management is becoming more important according to the number of IP digital video cameras are installed widely. The large volume of digital video data makes it a difficult work to browse and manage them by just traditional way. Efficient storing methods to large data volume and thus visual items to facilitate fast browsing without losing information still remains to be one of significant issue. In this paper, we proposed an optimized data storing process without losing information and an organized appearance features indexing. We wish to partition the video shots into one or more groups of movements and non-movements video shots through the detection of moving objects. The deferred data removing policy could be reduced large amount of space and fast sequential search is provided without losing information. The segmented and packaged video shots without moving objects can be moved to tertiary remaining information of extracted features into the appearance features index. The appearance features index constructs important information of moving objects to answer queries about what they are doing, particularly when, where and who they move. To evaluate the approach, we measured the transfer time and seek time using the five classes’ video data. The evaluation results showed the effective performance of the transfer time and the reduction in storage space.
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